Encryption has a great benefit, it provides privacy and security of all concepts of data transmitted across open networks. An urgent need for methods of strong encryption has become important with the rapid development of the computer, it detract from the strength of encryption; and because the increase computer speed means shortening the time that the computer needs to break or disclosure of specific encryption key.
INTRODUCTION
Cryptography is the science or art of encompassing the principles and methods of transforming an intelligible message into one that is intelligible and then transforming the message back to its original form (1) .
Today's cryptography is more than encryption and decryption. Authentication is as fundamentally a part of our lives as privacy. We use authentication throughout our everyday lives when we sign our name to some document and for instance and, as we move to world where our decisions and agreements are communicated electronically, we need to have electronic techniques for providing authentication (2) . Cryptography provides mechanisms for such procedures. There are two types of operations used for transforming plaintext to cipher text. All encryption algorithms are based on two general types of operations. Those are substitution, in which each element in the plain text is mapped into another element and transposition in which elements in the plaintext are rearranged. The fundamental requirement is that no information be lost. Most systems referred to as product systems, involved multiple stages of substitution and transposition, render a message incompressible to the unauthorized reader. The aim of cryptography is to cipher the secret and important information (3) .
2-TRANSPOSITION CIPHER
In a transposition cipher, the order of plaintext letters is changed to derive the cipher text. Transposition ciphers are stronger than simple substitution ciphers. The message is usually written without word divisions in rows of letters arranged in a rectangular block. The letters are then transposed in a prearranged order, such as by vertical columns, diagonals, or spirals, or by more complicated systems, such as the knight's tour, which is based on the move of the knight in chess. (4) The arrangement of the letters in the enciphered message depends upon the size of the block of code words used and upon the route followed in inscribing and transposing the letters. A cipher in which every pair of letters is swapped is an example of a transposition cipher. In this case, for example, the cipher text for elephant would be lepeahtn. The first and second letters are swapped, then the third and fourth letters are swapped, and so on. Transposition ciphers may be combined with substitution ciphers to produce a more complex encoded message as this paper algorithm (5) . The transposition cipher method used in this paper is "Rail Fence".
RAIL FENCE
Rail fence ciphers are examples of transposition ciphers: The characters in the plaintext message are permuted to create the cipher text. In the rail fence cipher, the permutation is obtained from a very simple pattern Other transposition ciphers use other manipulations to permute the characters .The encryption key for a rail fence cipher is a positive integer (6) .
The sequence of letters on the upper line is then followed by the sequence on the lower line, to create the final encrypted message. The security of the cipher can be improved by choosing more than two lines to encrypt your message with .It could change the number of lines by inserting a number into the box labeled "Number of Lines". To decipher a message encrypted using two lines, it will need to divide the message into halves and write the second half below the first. Then it can read the message column by column. When deciphering any cipher text, it is crucial to know how many lines were used to encrypt the message (7) .
Suppose we want to encrypt the message "MEET ME AFTER THE TOGA PARTY"` using a rail fence cipher with encryption key 3. Here is how we would proceed. Arrange the plaintext characters in an array with 3 rows (the key determines the number of rows forming a zig-zag pattern). In the rail fence cipher, the plaintext is written downwards and diagonally on successive "rails" of an imaginary fence, then moving up when we reach the bottom rail. When we reach the top rail, the message is written downwards again until the whole plaintext is written out (8) . The message is then read off in rows with depth for example 3, the cipher text writes out as the example in figure (1) .
The simplest such cipher is the rail fence technique, in which the plaintext is written down as a sequence of diagonals and then read off as sequence of rows. Figure ( 2) contains the Rail Fence program. Figure ( 3) contains the results of rail fence program.
SUBSTITUTION CIPHER
Substitution ciphers are probably the most common of cipher. They work by replacing each letter of the plaintext (and sometimes punctuation marks and spaces) with another letter or possibly even a random symbol.
The simple substitution has been in it basically consists of substituting every plaintext character for a different cipher text character. In cryptography, a substitution cipher is a method of encoding by which units of plaintext are replaced with cipher text, according to a regular system; the "units" may be single letters (the most common), pairs of letters, triplets of letters, mixtures of the above, and so forth. The receiver deciphers the text by performing an inverse substitution (9) .
Substitution ciphers can be compared with transposition ciphers. In a transposition cipher, the units of the plaintext are rearranged in a different and usually quite complex order, but the units themselves are left unchanged. By contrast, in a substitution cipher, the units of the plaintext are retained in the same sequence in the cipher text, but the units themselves are altered.
There are a number of different types of substitution cipher. If the cipher operates on single letters, it is termed a simple substitution cipher (10) a cipher that operates on larger groups of letters is termed polygraphic. A monoalphabetic cipher uses fixed substitution over the entire message, whereas a polyalphabetic cipher uses a number of substitutions at different positions in the message, where a unit from the plaintext is mapped to one of several possibilities in the cipher text and vice versa (10) . The algorithm that used in this paper is Hill cipher.
HILL CIPHER
The Hill cipher is a cryptosystem that enciphers blocks. Any block size may be selected, but it might be difficult to find good keys for enciphering large blocks.
Encryption with the Hill Cipher
The Hill cipher is an example of a block cipher. A block cipher is a cipher in which groups of letters are enciphered together in equal length blocks. In order to encrypt a message using the Hill cipher, first should assign a number to each character of the alphabet of coded letters. A=0, B=1, C=1…etc see fig.(4) .The sender and receiver must first agree upon a key matrix A of size n x n. A must be invertible mod 26 (11) .
The plaintext will then be enciphered in blocks of size n. In the following example A is a 2x2 matrix and the message will be enciphered in blocks of 2 characters. Figure Plain Text: MISSISSIPPI The first block MI corresponds to the matrix 12 .
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The sender will then calculate:
The first two letters of the cipher text correspond to 2, 8 and are therefore CI characters see Figure (4 ). This step is repeated for the entire plaintext. If there are not enough letters to form blocks of 2, pad the message with some letter, say Z. Plain text: MI SS IS SI PP IK will be decrypted as: Cipher text: CI KK GE UW ER OY Notice that the repeated digraphs IS, SS and repeated letters S and P in the plaintext are masked using the Hill cipher. To decipher a message, first calculate the inverse of the key A, figure (6) contains code of a part for inverse 3x3 (7) .
Then multiply the inverse of the key by each pair of cipher text letters (mod 26) to recover the original text. To decrypt the message. The first two letters are 12, 8 which correspond to M and I characters, see Figure (4) . The receiver will repeat this step for every pair of letters in the cipher text to recover the original plain text message "MISSISSIPPIK". To use a Hill cipher with different block size the number of rows and columns in matrix A should be equal to the block size. For example if the block size is 4 the A should be a matrix of size 4 x 4.
RAILHILL SYSTEM
Program in C++ with Object Oriented Programming was built to combine Rail Fence cipher (to represent transposition cipher) with Hill cipher (to represent substitution cipher) to produce an encryption control system is difficult to break. The algorithm of the RailHill as follow:
1. Start 2. Input Plain Text (P1) // for cipher where P :Plain Text 3. Find C1= Rail Fence (P1) // and C : Cipher Text 4. Let P2=C1 5. Find C2=Hill(P2) 6. Find P2=Hill(C2) // for decipher 7. Find P1=Rail Fence(P2) 8. Output P1 9. End
RESULTS
To get started to run RailHill at first it should has a plain text. For example the plain text that used as input to RailHill is "SOFTWARE PART" to be cipher with the proposed system as output cipher text "NEXRX HCBED VOP" see figure (7) . The result is strong and difficult to break. And same character ciphered to different characters and all the plain text characters quite different from the original text. The steps of RailHill that lead to the above results are as following: The first three letters of the plain text are represented by the vector as Figure (4) :
19 17 14 23 17 5 16
.
= 24
The corresponding characters = N E X . With the same way it gets the cipher text : Plain Text : SWPOT TAEAT FRR Cipher Text: NEXRX HCBED VOP Decryption requires using the inverse of the matrix K. The inverse K' of a matrix K is defined by the equation : KK'=K'K=I ,where I is the matrix that is all zeros except for ones along the main diagonal from upper left. The inverse of a matrix does not always exist, but when it does, it satisfies the preceding equation, the inverse for above example: It is easily that if the matrix K' is applied to the cipher text, then the plain text is recovered. In general the proposed system can be expressed as follows: C=E(K,P)=KP mod 26 P1=D(K,P)=K' C mod 26= k'KP P2=reverse Rail Fence
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
There are several methods of conventional cryptography, and since it is possible to break the cipher text ,that why it tried to propose a system RailHill written in Object Oriented programming of C++ language to be more secure for protect the information from breaking cipher. Mixing Hill cipher with Rail Fence, it is seem that the modified Hill cipher Encryption and Decryption requires generating random Matrix, which is essentially the power of security of RailHill. As we know in Hill cipher decryption requires inverse of the matrix. Hence while decryption one problem arises that is, inverse of the matrix does not always exist. Then if the matrix is not invertible them encrypted text cannot be decrypted. But this drawback is completely eliminated in modified Hill cipher algorithm.
At the same time, this method requires the cracker to find the inverse of many square matrices which is not computationally easy. So this mixed system implement difficult cipher to be break from the cracker. After measuring the execution time of RailHill and the strong of this algorithm it seems that faster implementation time and more secure than substitution and transposition algorithms. It is faster because it use the Object Oriented programming of C++ language. [4] ,pp [4] ,t [5] ;int k1 [2] [2],k2 [2] [2],det;clrscr(); printf("enter the plaintext:" ); scanf("%s",pt);m=strlen(pt); printf("enter the numbers:");for(i=0;i<2;i++){for(j=0;j<2;j++) {scanf("%d",&k 
